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Remote Access Trojans
❖ Let attackers interactively control infected machine

❖ Access to webcam and microphone

❖ Browse file system, steal files, passwords, cookies

❖ Install additional malware

❖ Interact with victim via chat and alerts

❖ Remote desktop capability

❖ Extract more value from target

❖ High operator overhead (per infection)



Low Barrier to Entry
Community: Dedicated 

Hacking Forums
Availability: 

YouTube



RAT Usage
Widespread Usage

Common Theme:!
Access to Victim User
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• School-issued laptop webcams 

• Black market for webcam access

Surveillance & Espionage

• Syria DarkComet Skype tool

Voyeurism

Sextortion & Blackmail

• SoCal RAT sextortionist  

• Miss Teen USA



RAT Vocabulary

❖ Stub: malware running on victim machine


❖ Builder: software to create and configure stubs


❖ Controller: Software used by operator to control stubs


❖ Controller and builder may be integrated



RAT Process

❖ Stub initiates connection to controller

• Usually controller (command-and-control) domain part of stub


❖ Controller then issues interactive commands to stub

In particular, we analyzed operator behavior in order to infer
the operator’s purpose for infecting the machine. Though some
actions like searching for password files were common to most
sessions, others gave us insight into operator goals. In 61% and
26% of the cases, respectively, operators attempted to monitor
the user through the webcam and microphone. More niche
groups of operators stole credentials and bitcoin wallets, or
dropped malware and hacking tools to use the host as a staging
point for further infection.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

v We describe a system for automatically execut-
ing RAT samples in a high-interaction honeypot
intended to faithfully resemble a real user, and thus
elicit genuine operator behavior.
v We develop a means of scanning the Internet
for DarkComet instances. We use this technique
to measure the number of DarkComet controllers
online over time.
v We describe the results of a measurement study
of DarkComet operator behavior. We executed
1,165 unique samples of DarkComet over two sep-
arate two-week periods, resulting in 785 interactive
sessions with live operators, totaling 52.9 hours of
engaged operator interaction with our honeypots.
v We describe the use of RAT honeypots as a
defensive measure, both as a tarpit defense, drawing
attacker attention and resources from legitimate
targets, and as a threat intelligence sensor. We use
our experiments to assess the viability of each.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides background information on RATs and DarkComet
in particular. Section III describes our honeypot system and
measurement methodology, and Section IV describes our re-
sults. Section V discusses our results and examines possible
applications of honeypots. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Remote Access Trojans
Remote Access Trojans (RATs) are a type of malware that

give a remote attacker total interactive access to a victim ma-
chine. Most RATs allow an attacker to capture audio and video
from an attached webcam and microphone, log keyboard input,
browse files on the machine, edit the machine’s Windows
registry, and so on.

Traditional malware is built for automatically extracting
value from compromised hosts at scale, whether as anonymous
members of a pool of resources (e.g. botnets, Bitcoin-mining
Trojans) or sources of credentials and cookies (e.g. banking
Trojans). RATs, alternatively, require hands-on operator inter-
action with each compromised host in exchange for features
like webcam access and audio recording, making them the
tool of choice for targeted or personal attacks. RATs are used
by actors of varying degrees of sophistication, for activities
ranging from voyeurism and sextortion [17], [2], [6], [15],
[16] to nation-state surveillance [19], [34], [40], [28], [53].

Fig. 1: RAT infection process.

Figure 1 illustrates the RAT infection process. A RAT is
made up of two pieces of software: a stub residing on the
victim’s machine, and a controller on the attacker’s machine.
A RAT infection process starts with the stub being delivered
to the victim, for example, as an email attachment (∂). For
the infection to be successful, the victim must execute the stub
(∑). (The related work showed that stubs often masquerade as
images or documents via the manipulation of their icons an/or
extensions [33].) Every stub is configured with its controller
address, which is either a hardcoded IP address or a domain
name for resolution at the time of infection. Upon infection,
the stub beacons to the controller on a preconfigured port until
it establishes a connection with a controller (∏). Once con-
nected, the stub executes commands sent to it by its controller,
which serves as both the command and control server for the
infected machine and the RAT operator’s interactive interface
to victims’ machines (π). A RAT operator, colloquially known
as a ratter, interacts with the victim’s machine via a GUI that
allows even unsophisticated attackers to operate a RAT.

B. DarkComet
In this work, we study DarkComet, a common, off-the-

shelf RAT. It has been used by a wide variety of actors [3],
[21], [19], [34], [48], [43], and exhibits an architecture and
communication protocol typical of most RATs.

Once installed on the victim’s machine, the DarkComet stub
begins by opening a TCP connection to the pre-configured
address of its controller. After a connection is established, the
stub and controller complete a handshake in which the stub
sends identifying information to the controller about itself (e.g.
campaign ID) and the infected host. For more detail, see Ap-
pendix Section A. From this point on, communication between
the controller and stub consists of manual commands issued
by the operator. All communication including the handshake is
RC4-encrypted using a static key concatenated to a password
configured by the operator. The static key and password are
embedded in the stub and can be recovered (see Section III-B),
allowing us to decrypt all DarkComet communications.

C. Related Work
The closest academic works on low-volume attacks have

primarily focused on the reconnaissance phases occurring
before infection [27], [32], [33], [34]. Although Marczak et
al. looked at the possible real-world consequences of these
attacks, their conclusions were based on conjectures instead
of live compromise monitoring [34]. In addition, the use of
DarkComet in the wild has been well documented by the
security community [5], [9], [21], [14], [31], [43], [53]. To our
knowledge, however, we are the first to systematically study
RAT operator behavior. We do this by executing DarkComet



Research Questions
Research Questions & Motivation

What do RAT operators 
do with compromised 

machines?

Goal: To understand common use 
patterns of RATs in the wild (at scale)!

• RATs facilitate criminal behavior 

• Understand the threat landscape 

• Inform defenses
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Methodology
❖ Acquired DarkComet RAT samples


• Samples are RAT stubs


❖ Executed them in malware 
sandbox honeypots


❖ Recorded network traces of 
operator interaction


❖ Decrypted to obtain operator 
command sequences



Sample Collection

❖ How are samples collected? 

❖ VirusTotal malware repository

• Users can upload file for analysis by 

major AV vendors

• Sometimes used as a free AV

• Provides samples to “security 

community”

19,109!
samples

Experiment

7



Sample Language Features
Fig. 2: Our data collection and processing workflow. Each box displays the number of corresponding entries after each step.

Domain Names Campaign IDs Filenames

Source Cnt Pct Cnt Pct Cnt Pct

English 321 24% 236 48% 381 38%
Turkish 56 4% 32 6% 38 3%
German 49 3% 3 - 6 -
Spanish 22 1% 7 1% 9 -
Vietnamese 18 1% 5 1% 12 1%
Other 269 20% 93 19% 131 13%
Undetermined 555 43% 110 22% 401 41%
Total 1,290 486 978

TABLE I: Languages used in DarkComet stub configurations for
each unique and alphabetic domain, campaign name, and submitted
filename (sanitized for more accurate detection). Other is any other
spoken or written language.

packed at all, and the remaining 8% were malformed. In
total, we were able to automatically unpack 17,516 samples,
as per Figure 2. For each unpacked sample, we extract its
configuration information using an open-source RAT decoder
[8]. From this information, we obtain the following:

v The password used to encrypt network commu-
nication to the controller.
v The version of DarkComet, also used in network
communication encryption.
v The campaign ID assigned to the stub by the
operator, used to manage multiple campaigns.
v A list of addresses of the stub’s controller(s):
domain names and/or IP addresses, plus ports.

In particular, we store the stub’s version and password for
use in decrypting the controller’s network traffic in Section
III-F. We feed all controller-related information - domain
names, IP addresses, ports - into our controller monitoring
infrastructure (Section III-D).

Further, we perform automated language analysis of each
sample’s campaign ID, domain name(s), and submitted file-
name(s) using Google’s language detection API [23]. Table I
lists the results. English is the top language in all categories,
while Turkish is the second most common, also across all
categories. Nothing prevents operators from using languages
other than their native language; however, DarkComet appears
to be quite popular in Turkey currently, as Section IV will
explore further.

C. Scanning
In order to gauge and monitor the overall number of

DarkComet operators online, we first must discover them.
Per the DarkComet protocol described in Appendix Section
A, an infected host establishes contact with a controller by

opening a TCP connection to it, after which the controller will
indicate that it is indeed a DarkComet controller by sending a
specific banner to the host. As such, it is trivial to determine
whether the DarkComet controller service is running on a
target machine: simply open a socket and await a properly
formatted banner. We used two tools to conduct Internet-wide
scans for DarkComet controllers: ZMap and Shodan.
ZMap. ZMap is an open-source tool that conducts rapid,
Internet-wide network scans [18]. We scan IPv4 space on the
default DarkComet port (1604) for new controllers twice daily,
at our scanner machine’s capacity. As Table III will show,
scanning on the default port is not a comprehensive detection
strategy, but it is sufficient to establish a baseline for the live
controller population.
Shodan. Shodan is a search engine for Internet-connected de-
vices that continuously scans the Internet for various services,
including DarkComet [36]. We parse Shodan’s daily response
logs for new controllers.

D. Controller Monitoring
We continuously probe every known DarkComet controller

to determine if the service is online or not. Our list of known
controllers comes from the aforementioned ZMap and Shodan
scans, as well as the addressing information extracted from
our VirusTotal samples in Section III-B. Of the 17,516 samples
from which we were able to extract configuration information,
13,339 were configured with valid addressing information -
domain name(s) or IP address(es).
DNS Resolution. Each extracted domain name is resolved
hourly. This allows us to track controllers that use dynamic
DNS services to frequently change IP addresses, a very
common trend among RAT operators.
Targeted Scanning. Our targeted scanner banner-grabs each
suspected DarkComet socket on the Internet every 30 minutes,
a concession between total coverage and covertness. It probes
every address found in configuration extraction (Section III-B),
plus those collected by Zmap, Shodan, and DNS resolution.

The primary purpose of this monitoring is to determine
which samples are most likely to result in a connection during
live analysis, as our sample submission strategy favors samples
that have a controller online at the time of submission. A
byproduct of our monitoring is that we collect metrics on
DarkComet controller aliveness across the Internet, including
uptime, longevity, volume, and geolocation.

Over the course of the experiment, we discovered and
monitored 9,877 unique DarkComet controllers across the
Internet, the results of which are discussed in Section IV.
Table II breaks down the sources of our controllers. The high



Extracting C&C Domains

❖ How are command-and-control domains extracted? 

❖ RAT stub configuration contains password, campaign 
name, and controller command-and-control domains

13,339!
addresses

19,109!
samples 9,877!

controllers

Experiment

10



Extracting C&C Domains

13,339!
addresses

19,109!
samples 9,877!

controllers

Experiment

10

❖ How are the controllers monitored? 

❖ Resolve C&C domain, then initiate protocol connection



Extracting C&C Domains

13,339!
addresses

19,109!
samples 9,877!

controllers

Experiment

10

❖ Why are the controllers monitored? 

❖ Only run stub in VM if controller is online

• Can’t run all stubs at once — limited researcher resources





Controller IP Location

the security community with increased understanding of the
behavior of manual attackers.

During the second round of RAT executions we deviated
slightly from the approved IRB protocol in terms of our
containment implementation. Instead of implementing a strict
set of firewall rules, we implemented an IDS that was in-
tegrated with our firewall and would block any malicious
messages detected by the IDS. We have notified our IRB of
this slight deviation and requested an IRB protocol amendment
that would approve this new containment policy. Our analysis
of the network traffic generated by operators indicated that
this new containment implementation likely did not allow any
harmful messages to be sent using our honeypots.

IV. ANALYSIS

A. Global Operator Analysis
As noted in our methodology, we developed a method for

scanning the Internet for DarkComet controllers. This allows
us to poll all discovered controllers on the Internet at any given
time. Note that this includes controllers for which we do not
have a sample. Figure 4 shows the results of the continuous
scan, with a series for all monitored controllers as well as a
series for just those controllers that connected to our honeypots
during live trials. At any given time, we are monitoring about
175 online DarkComet controllers. As our scanning is not
comprehensive, these numbers only provide a baseline for the
actual number of DarkComet controllers on the Internet.

The cumulative number of unique controllers discovered
during scanning increased essentially linearly over the course
of the measurement. Many controller domain names from our

Global Scanning Live Trials

Country Cnt Pct Cnt Pct

Turkey 3,680 37% 222 25%
Russian Federation 1,495 15% 188 21%
United States 319 3% 36 4%
Brazil 306 3% 40 4%
France 283 2% 22 2%
Ukraine 282 2% 52 5%
Other 3,512 36% 307 35%
Total 9,877 867

TABLE IV: Countries of the IP addresses of a) the global population
of scanned DarkComet controllers, and b) the controllers to which
our live trials connected, as resolved by MaxMind’s GeoLiteCity
database [38]. Addresses without resolution are omitted.

Global Scanning Live Trials

Country Cnt Pct Cnt Pct

Residential 8,830 89% 779 90%
Hosting 704 7% 54 6%
Cellular 288 3% 24 3%
Other 47 - 6 -
Undetermined 8 - 4 -
Total 9,877 867

TABLE V: User-types of the IP addresses of a) the global population
of scanned DarkComet controllers, and b) the controllers to which
our live trials connected, as resolved by MaxMind’s GeoIP2 Insight
service [37]. Addresses without resolution are omitted.

samples used a dynamic DNS service. We suspect that this
steady growth is at least partly due to IP address churn. Indeed,
45% of monitored controllers were discovered by continuous
resolution of DarkComet-associated domain names.

Table IV shows the geographic distribution of controller IP
addresses that we monitored globally and that connected to
our honeypots. Russia and Turkey are the most prevalent, but
operators may be using a VPN service. If this is the case, then
the IP location will indicate the location of the VPN rather
than the actual operator location. Therefore, Table IV should
be interpreted with caution.

Figure 3b shows the average number of controllers online,
binned by day of the week. Note that controller aliveness
trends upwards towards the weekend, with about 20% more
controllers online on Sunday than Monday. We suspect that
this is due to our focus on “casual” RAT operators who may
be online only during weekends. Figure 3a shows the same
data by hour of the day. If we assume that the geolocation
data in Table IV represents true operator location, then the
peak between 16:00 and 17:00 UTC falls in the early evening
in Eastern Europe, while the trough at 2:00 UTC falls in the
very early morning in Eastern Europe. This again suggests that
at least some of the monitored RAT operators are “casual”
ratters. Nevertheless, even at the lowest point, there are over
100 controllers online.

Figure 8 gives us reason to suspect that the data in Table IV
is indicative of the actual operator geolocation, so we produce
the previous graphs for just the controllers that geolocate to
Turkey, adjusted to EET (Turkey’s timezone). The results,
illustrated in Figures 3c and 3d, clearly support the expected
“casual operator” trends: weekend activity is significantly
higher than weekday activity, and early evening activity dwarfs
early morning activity.

The user-type distribution reported in Table V further sup-
ports this trend. Almost 90% of the discovered controllers
operate behind IP addresses with residential user-types. This
suggests that the majority of controllers are run on residential
networks, likely with little of the operational security often
seen in botnet proxies.

B. Operator Behavior Analysis: Overview
While measuring the global population of DarkComet con-

trollers yields interesting results, it is, in fact, a secondary
contribution; our primary contribution is to understand Dark-
Comet operator behavior in the wild.

To do so, we ran 1,165 unique DarkComet samples over the
course of two, several-week-long experiments following the
methodology described in Section III. Overall, our experiments
ran for nearly 2,400 combined hours, divided approximately
equally between the honeypots executing in parallel. In all, the
experiment accumulated 52.9 hours connected to a DarkComet
controller. The average DarkComet session lasted about 4 min-
utes, while the average DarkComet session with RDP lasted
about 7 minutes. In this section, we report what operators did
during these sessions. In some cases, operator actions give us a
clear indication of motive and process. In addition, we examine



(a) Average number of Dark-
Comet controller nodes online
per hour of the day.

(b) Average number of Dark-
Comet controller nodes online
per day of the week.

(c) Average number of Dark-
Comet controller nodes online
per hour of the day in Turkey.

(d) Average number of Dark-
Comet controller nodes online
per day of the week in Turkey.

Fig. 3: Scanning breakdowns by day and hour.

Fig. 4: Number of DarkComet controller nodes online each hour,
binned by hour. We detected 9,877 unique controllers in total. Counts
are from an Internet-wide scan for active DarkComet controllers, and
include controllers for which we do not have a RAT sample.

the actionable information we can glean about operators, and
whether there are elements of our setup that hindered our
ability to observe DarkComet operators. This section presents
an analysis of those executions.

Table VI provides a summary of the two experiments,
broken down by unique subject and trial result. We monitored
2,747 interactive sessions overall. Of those sessions, 785 re-
sulted in direct operator engagement with our environment.
Almost 75% of samples that resulted in operator interaction
were executed within a month of submission to VirusTotal,
and a full 95% within four months. For more detail about the
relative age of our samples, see Figure 9 in Appendix Section
C. Additionally, for information about the schedule by which
we executed samples, see Appendix Section D.

DarkComet provides two different ways of interacting with
the victim machine: directly using RDP or indirectly using
DarkComet commands. Table VII reports observed commands
separately by sessions where there was RDP activity (47% of
sessions), where RDP was started but there was no interaction
(36% of sessions), and where RDP was not started (17% of
sessions) in columns RDP Act., RDP Pass., and RDP None,

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Total Daily Total Daily

Unique Samples 793 49.6 478 34.1
Unique Controllers 432 27.0 439 31.4

Total Runs 1,725 107.8 1,022 73.0
Total Connections 830 51.9 461 32.9
Total Interactions 531 33.2 254 18.1

Start Date 2016-05-04 2016-10-16
End Date 2016-05-20 2016-10-31

TABLE VI: Summary statistics of the two experiments in the dataset.
Unique Samples is the total number of unique samples executed;
Unique Controllers is the total number of unique controllers to
which the samples connected; Total Runs is the total number of
individual executions we performed; Total Connections is the total
number of trials in which the sample connected to a live controller;
Total Interactions is the total number of trials in which an operator
interacted with a honeypot; Start Date and End Date are the date
range over which the experiment was conducted.

respectively. The rest of this section outlines various facets of
operator behavior, from actions performed to engagement.

C. Common Actions

Table VII shows detailed information about all operator
activity broken down by RDP status and activity category.
The most common actions we observed across all three
session types were webcam monitoring, password theft and
file exfiltration. Operators attempted to access our webcam in
61% of all trials. Stored passwords were grabbed in 43% of
all trials. The victim filesystem was explored in 40% of all
trials. Other types of user monitoring were prevalent as well,
with operators attempting audio capture and keylogging in
26% and 31% of trials, respectively. The prevalence of actions
attempting to collect physical information about the user as
well as their files suggests that surveillance is a dominant use
of DarkComet, and, in fact, its intended use.

Some operator actions tended to occur more frequently with
or without RDP. For example, webcam capture occurred in
76% of active RDP runs, compared to only 16% of non-
RDP runs. Conversely, operators attempted to uninstall the



Attacker–Victim Geography

❖ Have operator (attacker) IP address from monitoring 

❖ VirusTotal includes uploader IP address


❖ Get location of IP addresses using geolocation services

• Location information is imperfect


❖ Note: Operator may be using VPN or proxy

• Location will be location of proxy or VPN endpoint



Establish TCP Connection

x = enc(IDTYPE)

y = enc(SERVER)

send(x)

send(y)

send(x)

send(y)

x = enc(GetSIN<1>)

y = enc(infoes<2>)

ControllerStub

Fig. 7: A diagram of the DarkComet handshake. h1i consists of
victim IP address and an integer nonce based on the system clock.
h2i consists of the following: campaign ID, victim local IP, victim
global IP, infection port, hostname, username, the same integer nonce,
uptime, operating system, location and language, hardware ID, RAM
usage, current time, version, and active window. The function enc()
RC4-encrypts (and then base64-encodes) its argument message using
a key consisting of a static string based on DarkComet version
concatenated to a user-chosen password.

APPENDIX

A. DarkComet Protocol Handshake

Figure 7 describes the DarkComet protocol handshake in
detail. Note that this is a custom protocol over TCP; many
RATs eschew HTTP and other common protocols for custom
command and control protocols. The stub establishes the TCP
connection, as is customary with RAT infections, but then
listens for the controller to identify itself - a behavior we
classify as “passive.” Many RATs exhibit “active” protocols
wherein the stub will both establish the connection and send
the first identifying packet.

The handshake itself is simple enough; the controller iden-
tifies itself, after which the stub does the same. The controller
then asks for information, to which the stub replies with iden-
tifying information about itself (e.g. version number, campaign
ID) and the victim machine (e.g. username, hostname).

Note that all of this communication is RC4-encrypted with
a pre-shared key. The stub will not respond to a DarkComet
controller’s first message if it is not encrypted with the correct
key; thus, by choosing a unique password, operators are able
to protect their stubs from being controlled by another operator
or sinkhole, as well as prevent fake stubs from flooding their
control panels with bogus greetings.

Our analysis of the DarkComet protocol draws heavily on
work by Denbow and Hertz [14].

B. VirusTotal Sample Geolocation Matrix

VirusTotal enables us to retrieve the geolocation of the IP
addresses used to upload samples. In Figure 8, we show the
correlation between the countries of sample uploaders and
the countries of controllers that connected to our honeypots.
For clarity, we discard the DarkComet samples uploaded or
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Fig. 8: Correlation between the geolocated countries of the VirusTotal
uploaders and those of the controllers accessing our honeypots.
Countries are sorted by decreasing number of controllers.

controlled from multiple countries, comprising 5 and 260
samples, respectively. We see in Figure 8 that the two most
popular countries for controllers are Russia and Turkey with a
clear diagonal indicating that DarkComet samples tend to be
uploaded and controlled from the same countries. For example,
34% and 52% of all samples uploaded from Russia and Turkey,
respectively, were controlled from the same country. The
vertical lines for the US, France, and Canada are indicative of
users uploading DarkComet samples in bulk. As these samples
were likely acquired from users residing in different countries
than these uploaders, the correlation between uploader and
controller countries is weaker in those cases.

C. Sample Age
Knowning the relative age of the samples we executed,

meaning the difference in time between when they were re-
ceived by VirusTotal and when we executed them, is important
to interpret the measurements in this study. Figure 9 shows the
ages of all samples which resulted in manual interaction with
our honeypots.

D. Sample Execution Schedule
Figure 10 shows the total number of trials that were run

by hour of the day and day of the week, respectively. Note
that we only ran samples whose controllers were determined
to be online; because of this, Figure 10a matches our scanning
data in Section IV-A quite nicely. Figure 10b bucks this trend,
instead likely demonstrating the rate at which new samples
arrive at, or are made available by, VirusTotal.

E. Dynamic Language Analysis
We attempted to use Google’s language detection API

on our operators’ communications (and other metadata), the
results of which are shown in Table XI. Though English is



Executing Samples

1,165!
live samples

13,339!
addresses

19,109!
samples 9,877!

controllers
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Honeypot Realism

❖ Why does the honeypot need to look like a real PC? 

❖ Elicit natural attacker behavior



Operator Interactions

1,165!
live samples

13,339!
addresses

19,109!
samples 9,877!

controllers

777!
interactions

Experiment
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Limitations
❖ What are the limitations of this methodology?Experimental Biases

We do not emulate specific targets.

Targeted Attacks

One hour time limit prevents return.

Infection Longevity

DarkComet

DarkComet is a favorite of script kiddies.

Honeypot Limitations

• No webcam or microphone feeds 

• No responses to attacker-initiated 
chat, communication 

• No keystrokes for keylogger 

• Virtual machine indicators 

• Network containment policy

20



Common Patterns of Action

777!
sessions

First Action Second Action Third Action Last Action

31% 13% 8%

Webcam, Audio



(Attempted) User Monitoring

Webcam: 61% Microphone: 26%

• Recall: We do not provide webcam / microphone feeds 
• Motivation unknown!



Common Patterns of Action

777!
sessions

First Action Second Action Third Action Last Action

31%

11%

13%

7%

8%

6% 19%

Passwords
Webcam, Audio



Credential Theft

Passwords: 43% Keylogger: 31%

• Credentials seeded on honeypots were used 13 times outside study 

• Steam (gaming platform) was probed often 

• For one-click actions, these numbers are low… Recreational users?



Common Patterns of Action

777!
sessions

First Action Second Action Third Action Last Action

31%

11%

13%

7%

7%

8%

7%

6% 19%

12%

Filesystem
Passwords
Webcam, Audio



Filesystem Access

• 4% of attackers uploaded hacking tools 

• 34 unique executables uploaded, 19 new to VirusTotal 

• Bitcoin wallets, Steam configs downloaded often

Filesystem  
Exploration: 40% Upload: 18% Download: 8%



Common Patterns of Action

777!
sessions

First Action Second Action Third Action Last Action

31%

30%

11%

24%

13%

7%

7%

8%

7%

6%

21%

19%

12%

Remote Desktop
Filesystem
Passwords
Webcam, Audio



Remote Desktop

Remote Desktop: 83%
Active RD: 56%

• GUI-based hacking tools 

• Applications (Steam, browsers)



Remote Desktop

Havij SQL!
Injector



Remote Desktop

TeamSpeak 3



Common Patterns of Action

777!
sessions

First Action Second Action Third Action Last Action

31%

30%

11%

24%

13%

7%

7%

8%

7%

6%

21%

19%

12%

Remote Desktop
Filesystem
Passwords
Webcam, Audio

Webcam, microphone spying  
always occur early, often first. 
System vetting? voyeurism?



Common Patterns of Action

777!
sessions

First Action Second Action Third Action Last Action

31%

30%

11%

24%

13%

7%

7%

8%

7%

6%

21%

19%

12%

Remote Desktop
Filesystem
Passwords
Webcam, Audio

Filesystem exploration never occurs first; 
rather, it normally follows remote desktop 
and webcam access.



Common Patterns of Action

777!
sessions

First Action Second Action Third Action Last Action

31%

30%

11%

24%

13%

7%

7%

8%

7%

6%

21%

19%

12%

Remote Desktop
Filesystem
Passwords
Webcam, Audio

Password theft occurs most commonly 
as the last action performed.



61%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

User Access Credentials Vantage Point

16%

58%
45%

Overall Trends in Dataset

What resource(s) are 
RAT operators after?

• RATs are for user access 

• RATs are easy, available 

• Machine destruction



Further Research Questions

Could realistic 
honeypots serve as 
a tar-pit defense 

against RAT 
campaigns?



Tarpit Defense

• Average interaction: 4 minutes!

• Average remote desktop interaction: 7 minutes!

• 52.9 hours of interaction 

• Approximately 5 hours to create VM images 

• 10,800 machine-hours of execution!

• Honeypot realism cost-benefit



Engagement by Honeypot

default Windows install


